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Abstract

The conductance of tunnel junctions formed by n-GaAs and a semitransparent metal electrode on its surface was
shown to be changed by normally incident radiation with frequency below the plasma edge of n-GaAs. A spatial
redistribution of the electrons due to the radiation pressure and the corresponding change in the shape of the
self-consistent Schottky barrier are observed as a photoconductivity response. The comparison of the measured intensity
dependence of the response to the theory has revealed an e!ective enhancement of the radiation "eld close to the
n-GaAs/Me interface. The ratio K

%
of the e!ective radiation intensity to the incident plain-wave intensity has turned out

to be as large as 105. The high local electric "eld results in strong heating of the degenerate electron gas in the
Schottky-barrier region that is mostly apparent as a photo-e.m.f. An analysis of the intensity dependence of the
photo-e.m.f. is carried out involving the modi"cation of the Schottky barrier by the ponderomotive force, the electron gas
heating in !- and L-valleys, as well as the heating of LO phonons. The results con"rm the value of K

%
and allow to estimate

the hot-electron temperature in !- and L-valleys. ( 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The change in the tunnel resistance of antenna-
less planar Schottky-barrier junctions formed by
highly doped n-GaAs and a semitransparent metal

electrode on its surface has been observed when the
frequency of normally incident far-infrared (FIR)
electromagnetic radiation lies below the plasma
edge of the electron gas in GaAs. The plasma re#ec-
tion of the electromagnetic wave leads to a spatial
redistribution of the electrons due to the radiation
pressure and yields a photoresistive e!ect resulting
from the corresponding change in the shape of the
self-consistent Schottky barrier [1,2]. A sketch of
the barrier modi"cation and the experimental setup
are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the reconstruction of the
Schottky barrier due to the incident FIR radiation. The dotted
line represents the reconstructed barrier. Insets: Experimental
setup using a standard photoconductivity measurement circuit
(left). Re#ectivity of the free electron gas in n-GaAs showing the
plasma re#ection edge (right).

Using a pulsed FIR laser at wavelength j"
90.5lm [3] a nonlinear dependence of the response
on the intensity J of incident radiation has been
observed [4] which was also explained by pon-
deromotive forces generated by the incident radi-
ation. However, one had to assume, that the electric
"eld acting on the electrons in the semiconductor
should correspond to the &e!ective' radiation inten-
sity K

%
J about 104}105 times higher than the inci-

dent one. Such an enhancement was attributed to
the near-zone "eld arising due to di!raction of the
incident radiation by microinhomogeneities like
variable thickness of the semitransparent metal
electrode. The value of the intensity enhancement
depends essentially on the grade of homogeneity of
the metal electrodes [5] and can be explained on
the basis of some kind of &quasi-stationary' di!rac-
tion theory for the case of small apertures in con-
ducting plane screen [6].

Thus, an incident 90-lm-radiation with the
intensity of the order of 1 MW/cm2, corresponding
to 18 kV/cm electric "eld amplitude E

1
, may give

rise to a locally enhanced "eld as high as 1.8 MV/
cm. Under plasma re#ection condition, the respective
amplitude of the lateral electric "eld inside the
Schottky barrier is about 75 kV/cm. The high local

electric "eld caused by the near-"eld (NF) enhance-
ment has to result in strong electron heating which
in turn might also contribute to the nonlinear
photoconductive response at high power levels.
Disregard of this contribution has hindered the
quantitative analysis of the photoresistive e!ect.
Certainly, the heating of highly degenerate electron
gas (Fermi energy *100 meV) appears most evi-
dently as a photo-e.m.f. and was observed in our
measurements as a voltage response to laser radi-
ation with no bias voltage applied to the junction.

This work is devoted to the analysis of the inten-
sity dependence of the photo-e.m.f. involving the
modi"cation of the Schottky barrier by the pon-
deromotive force, the electron gas heating, and the
heating of LO phonons. Furthermore, it was found
out that an in#uence of the L-valleys on the contri-
bution of the hot electrons to the tunnel current
should be taken into account. From this analysis
the magnitude of the e!ective enhancement coe$c-
ient K

%
&105 of the radiation intensity was

con"rmed and the temperatures of hot electrons in
!- and L-valleys of the GaAs conduction band
determined.

2. Experimental results

Tunnel semiconductor/metal Schottky junctions
have been prepared by evaporation of Al under
various conditions on MBE-grown n-doped GaAs(Si)
with (1}4)1018 cm~3 donor concentration N

%
.

Special e!orts were made to obtain semitranspar-
ent metal electrodes with di!erent grades of in-
homogeneity and perfect Schottky barrier [5]. An
important condition for the work is that the fab-
ricated metal}semiconductor structures are genu-
ine tunnel junctions. This has been proved by
means of tunneling spectroscopy technique [6].

Only the junctions with highly nonlinear inten-
sity dependence of the photoresistive e!ect manifest
the strong and fast unipolar e.m.f. signal during the
laser pulse. The junctions with weak nonlinear re-
sponse reveal the sign-changeable e.m.f. explained
by modulation of the junction capacitance in Ref.
[1]. The sign of the unipolar voltage signal *u

L
on

the load resistance R
L

corresponds to the electron
tunneling from semiconductor to metal electrode.
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Fig. 2. Intensity dependence of the zero-bias response (photo-
e.m.f.) at j"90.5 lm for three tunnel junctions with various
bulk electron concentrations N

%
. Solid symbols mark the data

measured at room temperature and open symbols correspond
to ¹"80K. The straight lines represent the linear regression
"tting.

It was positive for the measurement circuitry
shown in Fig. 1.

The measured intensity dependence of the
photo-e.m.f. signal is shown in Fig. 2. Surprisingly
this dependence rather resembles the Fowler}
Nordheim law of the "eld emission current
j1exp(!C/E) although the origin of the photo-
e.m.f. is quite di!erent being conditioned by tunnel-
ing of electrons in high-frequency "eld parallel to
the junction plane. The rough analysis of the tunnel
current formula has shown that the thermo"eld
emission of hot electrons into the metal electrode
may be approximately described under some as-
sumptions as &exp(!CN3@2

%
/J1@2) owing to a spe-

ci"c dependence of the barrier transparency and
electron temperature on J. This qualitative result is
consistent with the set of curves in Fig. 2 and helped
to consider the hot-electron e!ects in tunneling
more thoroughly.

3. Electron heating in ultra-high 5eld

In the beginning, the study of electron heating in
that high "eld seemed a puzzle because of the
complicated structure of the GaAs conduction
band involved, as in the theory of Gunn e!ect but

taking into account the high degeneration of the
electron gas. On the other hand, the high electron
density and the high frequency u of the radiation
"eld allow to use the electron temperature approxi-
mation in quantitative simulation of the e!ect. In
this report the principal expressions and results are
only expounded.

The density of tunnel current may be written as

IH(<H,¹H,J)

"

em
#

p+3P
=

0
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Here f (e,¹) is the Fermi distribution function of the
semiconductor electrons with temperature ¹, e is
the electron energy, e

,
"(+k

,
)2/2m

#
, k
,

is the elec-
tron wave vector along the junction plane, m

#
is the

electron e!ective mass at the bottom of !-valley of
the conduction band, < is the bias voltage without
irradiation, <H"<!*;

L
, *;

L
";H

L
!;

L
is

the change in the voltage drop on the load resist-
ance (see Fig. 1). The &*' denotes the values of the
corresponding quantities during irradiation. The
electron temperature ¹H takes into account pos-
sible electron heating in the radiation "eld. The
quasi-classical expression for the barrier transpar-
ency D now depends on the electromagnetic wave
amplitude and in the Franz two-band approxima-
tion it can be presented in the form (at e*k)
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Here all tilde energies in the integrand are nor-
malized by the k

0
"+2k2

F
/2m

#
, k

F
"(3p2N

%
)1@3, k

and u
1

are the Fermi energy and the plasma fre-
quency of the semiconductor electron plasma,
U

"
(<) is the band-bending height at the semicon-

ductor}metal interface, e
'

is the semiconductor
band gap, and u is the high-frequency potential
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related in our case to the intensity J by the expres-
sion

u"
e2DE

1
D2

4mu2
"

J

cN
%

.

The derivation of these expressions, the discussion
of the respective approximations and further refer-
ences can be found in Refs. [1,2,4,7]. It is necessary
only to note unlike Ref. [7] the importance of exact
integration over e

,
in Eq. (1) because now the

Schottky barrier becomes very thin at high K
%
J.

The change in the tunnel current due to incident
radiation is

*I(<H,¹H,J)"IH(<H,¹H, J)!I(<,¹, 0).

At quantitative description of the NF e!ect it needs
to take into account that only a small fraction g of
the junction area is a!ected by the enhanced "eld.
Thus, we obtain for the total current response

*I
5
"g*I(<H,¹H, K

%
J)#(1!g)*I(<H,¹, 0). (3)

The important feature of Eq. (3) should be
stressed. Two terms on the right-hand side have
opposite signs since the barrier transparency and
the electron temperature are increased in the small
region of high near-zone "eld providing a current
increment that otherwise would decrease owing to
a drop in the bias during the laser pulse if R

L
O0.

As a result, at high intensities the observed re-
sponse is formed by a delicate balance between
these two terms resulting in a quite high sensitivity
of the numerical analysis of the experimental data
to inconsistency of the theoretical model with real
physics of the phenomenon. Finally, the equation
for the response *;

L
"R

L
*I in the measurement

circuit takes the form

R
L
*I

5
(<H,¹H,K

%
J)#<H!<"0. (4)

Let us consider now the connection between
electron temperature ¹H and J. Starting with the
electron energy balance equation P(¹H,¹)"P

%95
,

where the absorbed power is

P
%95

"1
2
Rep(u)DE2

1
D, p(u)"p

0
/(1#iuq)

and the electron energy loss rate due to LO pho-
nons by accounting for the phonon heating is [7]
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we obtain under condition uq<1 the expression
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Here N
1
(¹,u

0
) is the Bose distribution of LO

phonons with temperature ¹ and frequency u
0
,

p
0

is the static electron conductivity, q is the elec-
tron momentum relaxation time and N

%
l
%
(¹H,¹) is

the e!ective probability per time of the emission or
absorption of one LO phonon by the electron gas.
The meaning of l

%
can be clari"ed in the case of

strong LO-phonon heating by the relationship
l&1/q

1
, where q

1
(¹) is the relaxation time of LO

phonons owing to an interaction with equilibrium
acoustic phonons. In the case ¹H(k the produc-
tion ql

%
can be considered as independent of

electron temperature ¹H and was chosen as a para-
meter a to be determined during the comparison
with the data.

The "rst calculations of ¹H from the experi-
mental data based on the presented approach
showed that the electrons with energy above the
energy e

L
of the bottom of L-valleys give a marked

contribution to the *I
5
. It is known that such

electrons transfer very e!ectively between !- and
L-valleys owing to the intervalley}phonon scatter-
ing. The investigations of the Gunn e!ect found out
that above e

L
the non-equilibrium electron distri-

bution function becomes an almost equilibrium
one because L-valley electrons are badly heated by
steady-state electric "eld due to their heavy e!ec-
tive mass. However, the Gunn e!ect develops at
low electron density and equilibrium phonon dis-
tribution. In n-GaAs with electron density *1018
cm~3 the heating of electrons involves the mandatory
heating of LO-phonons. In contrast to electric "eld,
the hot phonons have to heat electrons in L-valleys
quite well. To take this e!ect into account the
integration over e in Eq. (1) was divided into two
regions. For e(e

L
we accept ¹H"¹#*¹! and
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Fig. 3. Left plate: Photo-e.m.f. and photoresistive response at low bias as a function of intensity. (#) are the measured data, (]) denote
the data points selected for the least-square search of optimal parameters K

%
, g, a, b, (L) represent the calculated response obtained by

numerical solution of the circuit equation (4) for the bias voltage<H using the optimal parameters. Dashed line shows the smoothness of
the initial data set. Right plate: Temperature of !-valley electrons as a function of the incident radiation intensity determined from
photo-e.m.f. and photoresistive response at low bias. Solid lines are calculated from the theoretical formula (6) and circles (L) represent
the solution of the circuit equation (4) for the hot-electron temperature with optimal values K

%
,g, b.

for e'e
L

we have ¹H"¹#*¹
L
. Since !-elec-

trons play the main role in the absorption of the
electromagnetic power and in the cooling of elec-
tron gas, Eq. (6) determines overheating temper-
ature *¹! . The relationship *¹

L
"b*¹! with b as

parameter was assumed.
The comparison of the theoretical model with

measured data must be shortly described. The
equation (4) could be solved for one of two vari-
ables <* or ¹* at each measured value of the J if
the required set of the parameters were known. To
solve Eq. (4) for<* we should know the values both
of electrodynamics parameters K

e
, g and of heating

parameters a, b and use the dependence ¹* (J)
given by Eq. (6). To solve Eq. (4) for ¹* we should
know the parameters K

e
, g, b and use the measured

values of <*(J). Unfortunately, the required para-
meters cannot be given a priori and are to be
determined from the same set of data. To this end
the error function Er(K

%
, g, a, b) was de"ned as the

measure of the deviation of the calculated response
from the data in some subset of measured data
points. After some optimal values of parameters are
found by minimization of Er function, the above-
described procedures of solution of the circuit
equation (4) for <H and ¹H at all measured values
J were applied and results compared with the input

data in Fig. 3 both for photo-e.m.f. and photocon-
ductivity of the junction with N

%
"3.5]1018

cm~3. The comparison of the described backward
calculations with the full data set allowed to judge
whether the theoretical model meets the physics of
the phenomenon. It may be seen by inspection of
Fig. 3 that the assumption of temperature indepen-
dence of parameters a and b is corroborated in
a limited region of the electron overheating. But the
two sets of parameters for e.m.f. and for photocon-
ductivity data are closely related to each other and
to previously found values of K

%
&105 [4,5].

4. Summary

The reconstruction of the Schottky barrier by
ponderomotive force and the electron heating by
enhanced local "eld of near zone have to be com-
bined to explain the photoresistive e!ect in tunnel
metal/semiconductor junction.
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